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Abstract 
Currently, multimedia contents can be accessed at anytime and anywhere with a wide variety of devices, such as 
laptops, smartphones and tablets. In this paper, we present a service-based multimedia adaptation architecture 
where adaptation services can be available locally and remotely on multiple platforms. When conflicts are 
detected between some multimedia document properties and profile constraints, we propose a procedure that 
selects relevant adaptation services in order to compute an adapted document. This procedure may be executed 
locally or remotely, moreover for unsovled conflicts this one indicates which services may have to be installed. 
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1. Introduction 
Internet is now essential in our life and in the near future mobile access to the Web will surpass 
personal computer access [1]. Currently, we can access to multimedia documents wherever they are with a 
wide variety of devices that can connect to the Web, such as laptops, smartphones and tablets. In this 
context, the use of heterogeneous mobile devices let us face a large amount of new problems. One of them 
is the compatibility of multimedia contents with context restrictions. Actually, users’ mobility and 
preferences, device capabilities and network connections must be considered before playing a multimedia 
document. The real-time on demand (i.e., on-the-fly) adaptation of multimedia documents is an interesting 
solution to solve the problem. Indeed, it allows transforming multimedia resources according to 
constraints which are related to players, codecs, resources, user languages, hardware, etc. 
In this article, we propose a service-based architecture for an on-the-fly multimedia document 
adaptation and a search procedure that retrieves relevant adaptation services. The basic idea of our 
approach is the following. Firstly, a user requests a multimedia document. The content properties of the 
document and the target profile characteristics of the device are compared in order to detect some 
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conflicts. Then, from the set of conflicts, an algorithm determines which adaptation services have to be 
executed in order to transform the initial document. Finally, the adapted document is computed and 
provided to the user.  
The advantages of our service-based proposal are twofold. Firstly, different adaptation services may be 
installed on several platforms. In this context, the adaptation process can be distributed by solving subsets 
of conflicts. Secondly, from some conflicts, the same search procedure can be executed locally or 
remotely in order to determine adaptation services chains. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our service-based adaptation 
principle and compares it with current adaptation architectures. Section 3 details some definitions and 
Section 4 presents the adaptation service search procedure. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
2. Adapting multimedia documents with services installed on different platforms 
In the literature, a fair amount of adaptation architectures have been proposed and usually grouped into 
three main categories [2]: (1) server-side adaptation (e.g., [3]), (2) proxy-based adaptation (e.g., [4]) and 
(3) client-side adaptation (e.g., [5]). With a server-side approach, some devices may request a server to 
adapt some multimedia contents. In such a situation, the server may be overloaded if many devices are 
requested many documents. With a proxy-based approach, a proxy is between a client and a server, and 
acts as a mediator. In this case, many communications may be done, since it negotiates the adaptation to 
apply. With a client-side approach, each device may be able to adapt documents itself. However, some 
clients may not be able to execute multiple adaptation operations at a time due to their limited capacities. 
Among these adaptation architectures, we propose a compromise which is based on adaptation services 
that can be installed either on devices, proxies and servers. Thanks to this proposal, each platform may 
exchange conflicts, contents and may request adaptation by calling services. In order to ensure 
interoperability between platforms, we have proposed a common representation of conflicts and have 
developed a procedure that searches all services that may provide an adapted document. Figure 1 presents 
a general overview of our service-based document adaptation principle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 – General overview of our service-based multimedia document adaptation principle. 
 
As illustrated in the figure above, different platforms Ti may hold some local adaptation services that 
can be executed locally in order to adapt contents. Besides, each platform is also aware of neighbor 
adaptation services handled by other platforms. Consequently, a device can adapt by itself a document and 
if it is not possible it may exploit neighbor platforms capabilities in order to provide an adapted solution. 
We propose to use this neighborhood concept because a device may have some privileged, or efficient, 
access to other specific terminals. Moreover, it reduces the search space of remote adaptation services.  
In the next section, we present formal definitions of the data exchanged between terminals.  
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3. Formal definitions of the data exchanged between terminals 
A multimedia document may be composed of different types of contents, such as videos, audios, texts 
and images [6]. Typical multimedia document examples are Web pages or SMIL documents. 
 
Definition 1 (Document properties): A document may refer to a set of properties pi (1≤ i ≤n, where n 
is the total number of document properties), such as the media formats, sizes, languages. Of course, each 
property pi is related to a specific media mj (1≤ j ≤p, where p is the total number of media contents) or the 
whole document. For instance, a multimedia document may contain a video v1 with the following 
characteristics: format = avi and language = fr. Next to the video, a JPEG image i1 with a high resolution 
could be also presented.  
 
A multimedia document may be executed on several devices. However, the document must comply 
with the user restrictions and device characteristics. These information are generally specified in a profile. 
 
Definition 2 (Profile): A profile related to a device and/or a user contains a set of constraints ck (0≤ k 
≤q where q is the total number of constraints) that has to be satisfied in order to correctly execute a 
multimedia document. For instance, the profile of the device T1 in Figure 1 may specify that c1 = (media 
resolution < device resolution), c2 = (media language = english), c3 = (no videos) and c4 = (no texts). 
 
Consequently, in order to correctly execute a multimedia document on a specific device, each 
document property pi has to comply with all constraints ck specified in the target profile. When a 
document property pi does not satisfy a constraint ck it means that a conflict has been detected. 
 
Definition 3 (Conflict): A conflict x is composed of the following elements < p, m, c >, where p is a 
property related to a media element m (or the whole document), such that the value of p does not comply 
with the constraint c.  
 
Several conflicts may be identified when a device needs to play a multimedia document. For instance, 
considering the examples given in Def. 1 and Def. 2, three conflicts can be detected between the 
document properties and the profile: x1 = <type=video, v1, no videos>, x2 = <language=fr, v1, 
language=en> and x3 = <resolution=highRes, i1, deviceRes>. Adaptation services which are able to 
transform document elements may be used to solve these conflicts, thus providing an adapted document.   
 
Definition 4 (Adaptation service): An adaptation service s is characterized by the following elements: 
• id: a service identifier (e.g, a URI). 
• inputParameters: the content characteristics that will be treated by the service. 
• outputParameters: the adapted content characteristics that will be computed by the service. 
• actionProperty: the document property that the service is modifying.   
• actionType: an adaptation service manages three types of actions: 
o Transcoding: it modifies the format of a media content into another one, while 
preserving the media type. For example, a JPEG image modified to a PNG image. 
o Transmoding: it modifies the type of a media content into another one. For example, 
a textual content modified to an audio content. 
o Transformation: it modifies the media content, while preserving the format and the 
type of the media. For example, the modification of a PNG image resolution. 
• weight: it corresponds to the current availability of the service. 
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Hence, when a conflict occurs between a document and a profile, an adaptation service may solve the 
conflict, i.e., provide an adapted solution. For that purpose, the value of the property element p involved in 
the conflict is tested with each actionProperty of the adaptation services. However, even if an adaptation 
service can solve a conflict, the initial media properties may not suit the service input parameters. Thus, 
different adaptation services may be applied successively in order to solve one conflict. 
 
Definition 5 (Services dependency): Two adaptation services s1 and s2 may have a dependency (i.e., 
s1→s2) if the output parameters of s1 correspond to the input parameters of s2. From these service 
dependencies, a graph representation can be used in order to represent all possible combinations between 
adaptation services.  
 
For instance, in Figure 2 several services are installed on different terminals. As illustrated in this 
figure, some dependencies can be identified either on the same terminal (e.g., s6 and s7) and also between 
different services installed on different terminals (e.g., s3 and s5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 – A graph representation of some service dependencies. 
 
Thus, depending on their input and output parameters, adaptation services may be chained in order to 
solve a specific conflict by finding a path in the graph representation of the service dependencies. 
 
Definition 6 (Adaptation path): An adaptation path is a chain of adaptation services that solves a 
conflict. This chain must satisfy the following criterion: 
• The first element of the path must be able to treat the original media. 
• The path must contain an adaptation service that solves the conflict. 
• The last element of the path does not have to introduce new conflicts. 
 
For each conflict, several adaptation paths may be computed. Of course, different strategies may be 
determined in order to select the best solutions (e.g, shortest path, minimum weights, preserving the 
original media types). However, we won’t detail these strategies in this paper.  
Obviously, when all conflicts have been solved, it means that the device is able to correctly execute the 
adapted multimedia document. In the next section, we propose a procedure that determines relevant 
adaptation services that solve some detected conflicts. 
4. Finding relevant adaptation services 
From a set of conflicts between a multimedia document and a profile, we have specified a procedure 
that retrieves relevant local and remote adaptation services. The main steps of this procedure is presented 
in the following and this one is also illustrated thanks to the examples that have been proposed in Section 
3 (i.e., contents are v1 and i1; the constraints are c1, c2 and c3; available services are presented in Fig. 2).  
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Step 1: Conflicts related to the same media content are grouped into subsets. 
For instance, taking into account the document properties of Def. 1 and the profile of Def. 2, we are 
considering three conflicts in Section 3, namely x1, x2 and x3. We will treat the conflicts related to the 
video v1 (i.e., x1 and x2), separately from the conflict related to the image i1 (i.e., x3).  
 
Hence, thanks to these subsets of conflicts, it is now possible to search in parallel some adaptation 
services. This benefit is acquired thanks to the notion of conflict that we have defined in Section 3.   
 
Step 2: Find locally some adaptation services that could solve conflicts. 
For each conflict, we propose to look locally for an adaptation service that directly solves it. As presented 
in Section 3, the property p involved in a conflict is tested with the actionProperty of all local adaptation 
services. For instance, considering that the user is using the device T1 (its profile is defined in Def. 2), for 
the conflict x1, it is possible to solve it with the local adaptation service s2 (see Figure 2). In fact, s2 
transforms a video type into another type of media, here audio. For the other conflicts x2 and x3, it is not 
possible to solve them by local adaptation services because they are no service on T1 that transforms the 
language and the image resolution. Of course, if we exclusively consider local services for adapting the 
document, one may inform the user that two specific conflicts cannot be satisfied and that he/she has to 
either installed new specific adaptation services or, if possible, relax specific constraints of the profile.  
 
The notion of conflict is also here very useful as it allows to quickly retrieve adaptation services 
(before looking for potential adaptation paths) but it may also inform a user in case a multimedia 
document cannot be correctly presented on his device. 
 
Step 3: Find remote adaptation services that could solve remaining conflicts. 
For each unsolved conflict identified during Step 2, we propose to look for a remote adaptation service 
that directly solves it. As done in Step 2, the same approach is using for determining such remote services. 
In order to avoid maintaining the whole service descriptions and dependencies (e.g., on a central server 
registery), we propose to limit the search space only on some neighbor terminals. Actually, a device may 
have some privileged, or efficient, access to other specific terminals.  
For instance, T1 has two neighbors in Figure 1, i.e., T2 and T3. It appears in Figure 2 that these remote 
terminals handle adaptation services (i.e., s4 and s7) that solve the remaining conflicts x2 and x3.  
 
Step 4: Compute adaptation paths for producing an adapted multimedia document. 
For each subset of conflicts related to a media, we compute an adaptation path in order to further compute 
an adapted content. To determine adaptation paths, we have used a backtracking algorithm that explores 
all the combination possibilities before and after the services that have been previously selected to solve 
the conflicts. Of course, this algorithm exploits the services dependencies, e.g., those illustrated in Figure 
2. Moreover, it verifies the criterion defined in Def. 6:  
• It verifies that the input parameters of the first service in the chain satisfy all the media properties 
involved in the conflict; 
• It verifies that the output parameters of the last service in the chain are conforming with the 
profile constraints, i.e., it does not introduce new conflicts. 
For instance, the following adaptation path s2→s3→s4→s5 is a solution that solves the conflicts x1 and x2  
while the adaptation path s6→s7 is a solution that solves x3. Both adaptation paths satisfy the criterion 
mentioned above and defined in Def. 6. 
Currently, this algorithm is evaluating all possible combination between adaptation services. In the future, 
we will enrich the back-track by considering various politics, such as energy saving, time consumption 
optimization, etc. 
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In order to validate the feasibility of our procedure, we have evaluated the computation cost of 
adaptation paths on an Androïd OS 2.1 smartphone LG540. Some results are illustrated in Figure 3, we 
have considered almost 50 adaptation services. Naturally, if the combination of services is complex, this 
will increase the computation cost of adaptation paths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 – Computing adaptation paths on an Androïd smartphone. 
 
An advantage of our proposal is that this procedure may be executed on different platforms, such as 
clients that may consider some services or servers that may hold many services. Moreover, since the 
global list of conflicts may be split into different subsets of conflicts several platforms may execute 
simultaneously the previous backtracking algorithm in order to determine adaptation solutions, thus 
reducing considerably the adaptation cost of the initial multimedia document. Furthermore, thanks to the 
procedure detailed above, a user may know quickly if his platform could execute a requested multimedia 
document with or without some neighbor terminals. Actually, if no adaptation solutions could be provided 
to an end-user, it is possible to know the reasons thanks to the conflict description and the input/output 
parameters of adaptation services. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an on-the-fly multimedia document architecture based on services. We 
have detailed (1) how multimedia documents and profiles are compared in order to determine some 
conflicts, and (2) we have shown how a sequence of adaptation services can be computed from a set of 
conflicts. In the future, we plan to add more semantics to profiles, conflicts, neighbor descriptions and 
adaptation services. Obviously, the semantics will be used to better select and provide adapted solutions.  
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